CTF Contests: Hands-On Experience of the IT Security Culture – UE 05: pwntools

Clemens Hlauschek, Daniel Marth, Florian Fankhauser
Organizational Updates
Upcoming Events

- We will cancel the RuCTF participation for organizational reasons
- Event suggestions:
  - TJCTF 2022: 14 May 2022, 01:00 - 16 May 2022, 01:00
  - saarCTF 2022: 20 May 2022, 16:00 - 21 May 2022, 01:00
Writeups & Presentations

- We will go through a sample writeup today
- You can already register for a presentation slot
- 10 minutes presentation + Q&A
- Cover the content of your writeup
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Thank you!

https://security.inso.tuwien.ac.at/ctf-2022s/